
ATTRACTORS FOR SEMILINEAR EQUATIONS OFVISCOELASTICITY WITH VERY LOW DISSIPATIONS. GATTI1, A. MIRANVILLE2, V. PATA3, S. ZELIK4Abstrat. We analyze a di�erential system arising in the theory of isothermal vis-oelastiity. This system is equivalent to an integrodi�erential equation of hyperbolitype with ubi nonlinearity, where the dissipation mehanism is ontained only in theonvolution integral, aounting for the past history of the displaement. In partiular,here we onsider a onvolution kernel whih entails an extremely weak dissipation. Inspite of that, we show that the related dynamial system possesses a global attrator ofoptimal regularity. 1. IntrodutionLet 
 � R3 be a bounded domain with smooth boundary �
. For t 2 R+ = (0;1), weonsider the evolution system arising in the theory of isothermal visoelastiity [9, 20℄(1.1) 8<:�ttu��u� Z 10 �(s)��(s)ds+ g(u) = f;�t� = T� + �tu;where u = u(t) : 
 � [0;1) ! R, � = �t(s) : 
 � [0;1) � R+ ! R and T = ��s,supplemented with the boundary and initial onditions(1.2) (u(t)j�
 = �tj�
 = �t(0) = 0;u(0) = u0; �tu(0) = v0; �0(s) = �0(s):Here, g : R ! R is a nonlinear term of (at most) ubi growth satisfying some dissipa-tivity onditions, f : 
 ! R is an external fore, whereas the memory kernel � is anabsolutely ontinuous summable dereasing (thus nonnegative) funtion de�ned on R+ .Problem (1.1)-(1.2) is ast in the so-alled memory setting (see [5, 6℄), and is equivalentto the integrodi�erential equation�ttu� (1 + &)�u + Z 10 �(s)�u(t� s)ds+ g(u) = f;where & = R10 �(s)ds > 0, with boundary ondition u(t)j�
 = 0 and initial onditionsu(0) = u0, u(t) = u0 � �0(�t), for t < 0, and �tu(0) = v0. We address the reader to [11℄for more details on the equivalene of the two formulations.It is known that (1.1)-(1.2) generates a dissipative dynamial system S(t) on the phasespae H10(
) � L2(
) � L2�(R+ ;H10(
)), the so-alled history spae, sine the variable �1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 35B40, 35L70, 37L45, 45K05, 74D99.Key words and phrases. Hyperboli equation with memory, dynamial system, Lyapunov funtion,gradient system, global attrator. 1



2 S. GATTI, A. MIRANVILLE, V. PATA, S. ZELIKontains the information on the past history of the system. The asymptoti behavior ofS(t) has been investigated quite extensively. For instane, if the �rst equation ontainsan extra term of the form �tu (physially, a dynamial frition), then S(t) has a globalattrator of optimal regularity [1, 3, 18℄. When this term does not appear, suh as in ourase, the existene of the global attrator and its regularity an still be proved, althoughthe dissipation is ontained in the memory term only [4, 10℄. Clearly, this situationrequires a more areful analysis, the dissipation being muh weaker. However, all theabove results (as well as all the results on the asymptoti behavior of dynamial systemsarising from equations with memory) have been proved under the apparently essentialondition(1.3) �0(s) + Æ�(s) � 0;for some Æ > 0 and (almost) every s 2 R+ . Indeed, even in the linear homogeneous ase,(1.3) seemed to play an essential role in establishing exponential stability (see [8, 15, 16℄).It is readily seen that (1.3) is equivalent to�(s+ �) � e�Æ��(s):On the other hand, [2℄ proves that a neessary ondition in order to have exponentialstability in the linear homogeneous ase (and, onsequently, in order for S(t) to possessat least an absorbing set) is(1.4) �(s+ �) � Ce�Æ��(s);for some C � 1, Æ > 0, every � � 0 and (almost) every s 2 R+ . Nonetheless, between(1.3) and (1.4) there is quite an elbowroom. In partiular, (1.3) does not hold when � istoo at (whih orresponds to having zones of very low, or even null, dissipation). Alongthis diretion, the very reent artile [17℄, foused on the linear homogeneous ase, showsthat exponential stability still ours when (1.4) holds, but (1.3) is heavily violated. Thispaper employs semigroup tehniques, whih, as often happens, an be translated in termsof suitable energy funtionals, whih allow to extend the analysis to the nonlinear ase.Indeed, the aim of the present work is to establish the existene of a global attrator ofoptimal regularity for S(t) when � ful�lls the neessary ondition (1.4), but under muhweaker hypotheses than (1.3). To the best of our knowledge, this is the �rst result ofthis kind for nonlinear systems with memory. In fat, this approah an be suessfullyapplied to other models with memory, suh as reation-di�usion equations with Gurtin-Pipkin ondution law [12℄.The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next Setion 2 we write the assumptions onf , g and �. In Setion 3 we formulate the main theorem, whih is proved in Setion 4.The remaining setions are devoted to the proofs of Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 appearingis Setion 4.Notation. We onsider the positive operator A = �� ating on (L2(
); h�; �i; k � k) withdomainD[A℄ = H2(
)\H10 (
). For r 2 R, we denote by Hr = D[Ar=2℄ the sale of Hilbertspaes generated by A, with the usual inner produts h�; �iD[Ar=2℄ = hAr=2�; Ar=2�i, and byMr = L2�(R+ ;H1+r) the Hilbert spae of square summable funtions on R+ with values



SEMILINEAR EQUATIONS OF VISCOELASTICITY 3in H1+r, with respet to the measure �(s)ds. To aount for the boundary onditions on�, we view T = ��s as the linear operator with domainD[T ℄ = � =  (s) 2 M0 : �s 2 M0;  (0) = 0	;where �s is the distributional derivative with respet to the internal variable s. Then, Tis the in�nitesimal generator of the right-translation semigroup R(t) on M0 ating as[R(t) ℄(s) = (0; 0 < s � t; (s� t); s > t:Finally, we introdue the produt Hilbert spaesHr = H1+r �Hr �Mr:Throughout the paper,  � 0 will denote a generi onstant (whose value may varyeven within the same formula). Any further dependene of  on other quantities will bespei�ed on ourrene. Also, we shall often taitly use the Poinar�e, the Young and theH�older inequalities, as well as the usual Sobolev embeddings.2. General AssumptionsConerning the nonlinearity and the external fore, we take f 2 H0 independent of time,and g 2 C2(R), with g(0) = 0, suh that the following growth and dissipation onditionsare satis�ed: jg00(u)j � �1 + juj�;(2.1) lim infjuj!1 g(u)u > ��;(2.2)where � > 0 is the �rst eigenvalue of A. Following [4℄, we deompose g into the sumg = g0 + g1, where g0; g1 2 C2(R) ful�lljg000(u)j � (1 + juj);(2.3) g0(u)u � 0;(2.4) g00(0) = 0;(2.5) jg01(u)j � :(2.6)Setting G(u) = R u0 g(y)dy and G0(u) = R u0 g0(y)dy, it follows from (2.1)-(2.4) that�(1�$)kA1=2uk2 �  � 2hG(u); 1i � (1 + kA1=2uk4);(2.7) 0 � 2hG0(u); 1i � (1 + kA1=2uk4);(2.8)for every u 2 H1 and some $ > 0.Conerning instead the memory kernel, we assume that � : R+ ! [0;1) is absolutelyontinuous, summable and noninreasing. In partiular, � is di�erentiable almost every-where with �0 � 0, and it is possibly unbounded in a neighborhood of zero. Without lossof generality, we may (and do) assume thatZ 10 �(s)ds = 1:



4 S. GATTI, A. MIRANVILLE, V. PATA, S. ZELIKThis, together with the above assumptions on f and g, is enough to show that problem(1.1)-(1.2) generates a strongly ontinuous semigroup S(t) on the phase spae H0 (see[4, 18℄). For further onveniene, we reall that the third omponent of the solutionS(t)(u0; v0; �0) = (u(t); �tu(t); �t) has the expliit representation [18℄(2.9) �t(s) = (u(t)� u(t� s); 0 < s � t;�0(s� t) + u(t)� u0; s > t:We point out that, given u(t), the representation formula (2.9) depends only on thestruture of the seond equation of (1.1). When f = g = 0 (linear homogeneous ase),the monotoniity of � ensures that S(t) is a (linear) ontration semigroup.Remark 2.1. In fat, as in [2, 17℄, we ould onsider without substantial hanges in thesubsequent analysis more general kernels, allowing � to have a �nite number of jumps, oreven an in�nite number of jumps, provided that the points where � has jumps form aninreasing sequene.De�nition 2.2. We say that � is an admissible kernel if there exists � > 0 suh that(2.10) Z 1s �(�)d� � ��(s);for every s 2 R+ .Remark 2.3. Note that, in view of the other assumptions on �, onditions (1.4) and(2.10) are equivalent. Indeed, it is apparent that (1.4) implies (2.10) (just take � = C=Æ).Conerning the reverse impliation, sine � is positive and monotone noninreasing, wehave, for every r > 0,��(s) � Z 1s �(�)d� � Z s+rs �(�)d� � r�(s+ r):Hene, there exists % < 1 and r > 0 suh that�(s+ r) � %�(s):Due to the monotoniity of �, the above inequality readily yields (1.4).Thus, � is admissible if and only if the semigroup assoiated with the linear homoge-neous system is exponentially stable (see [2℄).3. The Main TheoremOur main result reads as follows.Theorem 3.1 (Existene of the global attrator). Let � be an admissible kernel. Assumein addition that(3.1) �0(s) < 0; for a.e. s 2 R+ :Then S(t) possesses a onneted global attrator A � H0 whih oinides with the unstableset of equilibria.



SEMILINEAR EQUATIONS OF VISCOELASTICITY 5Corollary 3.2 (Regularity of the attrator). The global attrator A is ontained andbounded in H1. Moreover, alling � the projetion of H onto M0, we have the additionalregularity �A � D[T ℄; sup�2�A kT�kM0 <1; sup�2�A; s2R+ kA�(s)k <1:Remark 3.3. Hypothesis (3.1) an be relaxed when the nonlinearity g is subritial, thatis, if (2.1) is replaed by jg0(u)j � (1 + juj�); � < 2:Preisely, the above results hold true even if the set P0 = fs 2 R+ : �0(s) = 0g haspositive measure not exeeding a ertain limit whih depends on the physial onstantsof the system. The exat ondition is the same as the one required to have exponentialstability of the orresponding linear semigroup (see [17℄).Remark 3.4. If the �rst equation of (1.1) ontains also the dissipative term �tu it is nothard to show, using the tehniques of this paper, that Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2hold without hypothesis (3.1). Hene, in that situation, being an admissible kernel isa neessary and suÆient ondition in order for the related dynamial system S(t) topossess the global attrator.4. Proof of the Main Theorem4.1. The gradient system. We begin to establish the following fat.Proposition 4.1. S(t) is a gradient system on H0 and the set S of its equilibria isbounded in H0.Proof. The seond assertion is quite immediate. Indeed,S = �(u0; 0; 0) 2 H0 : Au0 + g(u0) = f	;whih is bounded on aount of the assumptions on f and g. We de�ne the funtionL 2 C(H0;R) as L(p; q;  ) = k(p; q;  )k2H0 + 2hG(p); 1i � 2hf; pi:We have to show that L is a Lyapunov funtion, namely,(i) L(z)!1 if and only if kzkH0 !1,(ii) L(S(t)z) is noninreasing for any z 2 H0,(iii) if L(S(t)z) = L(z) for all t > 0, then z is an equilibrium.Property (i) is apparent in light of (2.7). Indeed,(4.1) 1kzk2H0 �  � L(z) � kzk4H0 + ; 8z 2 H0;for some  � 1. Next, if z = (u0; v0; �0) is a suÆiently regular datum (in partiular,�0 2 D[T ℄), we have (see [4℄)ddtL(S(t)z) = Z 10 �0(s)kA1=2�t(s)k2ds:



6 S. GATTI, A. MIRANVILLE, V. PATA, S. ZELIKHene, hoosing Æ > 0 small enough suh that the set N = fs 2 R+ : �0(s) + Æ�(s) � 0ghas positive measure (here we are using (3.1)),L(S(t)z) � L(z)� Æ Z t0 ZN �(s)kA1=2�� (s)k2dsd�; 8t > 0:By density, the inequality holds for every z 2 H0. In partiular, (ii) follows. Finally, ifL(S(t)z) = L(z) for all t > 0, then �t(s) = 0 for every t > 0 and every s 2 N . Fromthe representation formula (2.9), we learn that u(t) has period s, for every s 2 N . SineN has positive measure, it follows that u(t) = u0, and therefore �tu(t) = v0 = 0. Usingagain (2.9), we get �t(s) = (0; 0 < s � t;�0(s� t); s > t:To prove (iii), we are left to show that �0 = 0. Indeed, the equality L(S(t)z) = L(z) nowreads Z 10 �(s+ t)kA1=2�0(s)k2ds = Z 10 �(s)kA1=2�0(s)k2ds; 8t > 0:Sine � vanishes monotonially at in�nity, taking the limit t!1 in the right-hand sideand applying the dominated onvergene theorem, we onlude that �0 = 0. �Remark 4.2. Note that we did not use (3.1) in its full strength. Indeed, to obtain thedesired onlusion it is enough to have a set of positive measure on whih � is not onstant(f. Remark 2.1).4.2. The semigroup deomposition. We deompose the solution S(t)z into the sumS(t)z = D(t)z +K(t)z;where D(t)z = (v(t); �tv(t); �t) and K(t)z = (w(t); �tw(t); � t) solve the problems8>>><>>>:�ttv + Av + Z 10 �(s)A�(s)ds+ g0(v) = 0;�t� = T� + �tv;(v(0); �tv(0); �0) = zand 8>>><>>>:�ttw + Aw + Z 10 �(s)A�(s)ds+ g(u)� g0(v) = f;�t� = T� + �tw;(w(0); �tw(0); �0) = 0:Then, we haveLemma 4.3. There exist � > 0 and an inreasing nonnegative funtion Q suh thatkD(t)zkH0 � Q(kzkH0)e��t;for every t � 0.



SEMILINEAR EQUATIONS OF VISCOELASTICITY 7Lemma 4.4. Let B � H0. Assume that, for every t � 0,supz2B kS(t)zkH0 = C <1:Then, for every r 2 [0; 12), there exists M =M(C; r) � 0 suh thatsupz2B kK(t)zkHr �M;for every t � 0.Lemma 4.5. Let B � H1=3. Assume that, for every t � 0,supz2B kS(t)zkH1=3 = C <1:Then, there exists M =M(C) � 0 suh thatsupz2B kK(t)zkH1 �M;for every t � 0.The proofs of the three above lemmata will be given in the following setions.Corollary 4.6. Let B � Hr, for some r 2 (0; 1℄. Assume that, for every t � 0,supz2B kK(t)zkHr =M <1:Then, for every z 2 B and every t � 0, we have that K(t)z belongs to the ompat setKMr = nz0 : kz0kHr �M; k�s�z0kMr�1 �M; kA(1+r)=2�z0(s)k � 2M; �z0(0) = 0o:Proof. The ompatness of �KMr in M0 (and, onsequently, the ompatness of KMr inH0 is guaranteed by Lemma 5.5 of [18℄). From the analogue of (2.9) for � t, we know that� t(s) = (w(t)� w(t� s); 0 < s � t;w(t); s > t:This shows that � t(0) = 0 and kA(1+r)=2� t(s)k � 2M . Besides,�s� t(s) = (�tw(t� s); 0 < s � t;0; s > t:Hene, kAr�s� t(s)k �M , whih implies that k�s� tkMr�1 �M . �4.3. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Sine S(t) is a gradient system and S is bounded in H0,using a general argument that an be found in [13, 14℄ (see also the Appendix of [4℄), theexistene of the (onneted) global attrator A oiniding with the unstable set of S isahieved if we show that(a) D(t) deays to zero uniformly on bounded sets,(b) for any given R > 0, there is a ompat set K = K(R) � H0 suh that K(t)z 2 Kfor every t � 0 and every z 2 H0 of norm less than or equal to R.



8 S. GATTI, A. MIRANVILLE, V. PATA, S. ZELIKIn that ase, A � K, for some R > 0 large enough.Point (a) is exatly the ontent of Lemma 4.3, whih says even more than is needed,sine the deay is of exponential type. Conerning point (b), due to (4.1) and to themonotoniity of L along the trajetories, if kzkH0 � R, then kS(t)zkH0 � C, for someC = C(R). Hene, given r 2 (0; 12), applying Lemma 4.4 (with B equal to the ball of H0of radius R), it follows that kK(t)zkHr � M . Therefore, by Corollary 4.6 (with B equalto the ball of Hr of radius M), we onlude that K(t)z 2 KMr .4.4. Proof of Corollary 3.2. At this point, we know (in partiular) that A is boundedin H1=3. Besides, A is fully invariant for S(t), namely, S(t)A = A, for every t � 0. Hene,for every z 2 A and every t � 0 there exists zt 2 A suh that z = D(t)zt +K(t)zt. Anappliation of Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.5 entails the boundedness of A in H1. Finally,Corollary 4.6 yields the desired regularity. Indeed, �KM1 � D[T ℄.Remark 4.7. In fat, by Lemma 4.3 and a slight modi�ation of Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5,together with the transitivity of the exponential attration property [7℄, one an show theexistene of a regular exponentially attrating set and, in turn, of an exponential attratorof �nite fratal dimension, whose basin of exponential attration is the whole phase spaeH0. As a byprodut, the global attrator A has �nite fratal dimension as well. It is alsoworth observing that the regularity of A an be inreased up to where f and g permit.5. Some Auxiliary FuntionalsWe begin with some preliminary work in order to be in a position to prove Lemma 4.3,Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5. We introdue the probability measure �̂ on R+ as�̂(P ) = ZP �(s)ds;for any (measurable) set P � R+ . For any Æ > 0, we onsider the setsPÆ = �s 2 R+ : �0(s) + Æ�(s) > 0	 and NÆ = �s 2 R+ : �0(s) + Æ�(s) � 0	:Clearly, PÆ [NÆ = R+ (exept, possibly, a nullset). Besides, on aount of (3.1),limÆ!0 �̂(PÆ) = 0:Then, for  2 M0, we denotePÆ[ ℄ = ZPÆ �(s)kA1=2 (s)k2ds and NÆ[ ℄ = ZNÆ �(s)kA1=2 (s)k2ds:Observe that PÆ[ ℄ +NÆ[ ℄ = k k2M0. In order to deal with the (possible) singularity of�(s) at zero, given any � 2 (0; 12), we hoose s� = s�(�) > 0 suh thatZ s�0 �(s)ds � �2 ;and we introdue the funtion ! : R+ ! R+ as!(s) = �(s�)�(0;s�℄(s) + �(s)�(s�;1)(s);



SEMILINEAR EQUATIONS OF VISCOELASTICITY 9where � denotes the harateristi funtion. Finally, we de�ne the funtionals on H0�1(p; q;  ) = � Z 10 !(s)hq;  (s)ids�2(p; q;  ) = hq; pi	(p; q;  ) = Z 10 �Z 1s �(�)�PÆ(�)d��kA1=2( (s)� p)k2ds;and the funtional �(p; q;  ) = �1(p; q;  ) + (1� 2�)�2(p; q;  ):In light of (2.10), it is readily seen that(5.1) 0 � j�1(p; q;  )j+ j�2(p; q;  )j+	(p; q;  ) � k(p; q;  )k2H0:We now onsider the system(5.2) 8<:�ttp+ Ap + Z 10 �(s)A (s)ds+ k = 0;�t = T + �tp;where k = k(p; t) is a suitable nonlinearity. Observe that (5.2) may not generate astrongly ontinuous semigroup on H0. Assuming that (p; �tp;  ) is a suÆiently regularglobal solution to (5.2) (in partiular,  2 D[T ℄), we haveLemma 5.1. The following inequality holds:ddt�1(p; �tp;  ) � 2p� kA1=2pk2 � (1� �)k�tpk2� �(s�)�� Z 10 �0(s)kA1=2 (s)k2ds+ (2�̂(PÆ) +p� )PÆ[ ℄ + 3�NÆ[ ℄+ ZPÆ �(s)hA1=2p; A1=2 (s)ids+ Z 10 !(s)hk;  (s)ids:The last term an be onveniently estimated asZ 10 !(s)hk;  (s)ids � kkkk kM�1:Lemma 5.2. The following inequality holds:ddt�2(p; �tp;  ) � �(1� �)kA1=2pk2 + k�tpk2 + 1�NÆ[ ℄� ZPÆ �(s)hA1=2p; A1=2 (s)ids� hk; pi:The proofs of Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 an be found in [17℄, where the same fun-tionals have been introdued to treat the linear homogeneous ase. Colleting the aboveresults, and observing that(5.3) ZPÆ �(s)hA1=2p; A1=2 (s)i � ��̂(PÆ)kA1=2pk2 + 14�PÆ[ ℄; 8� > 0;we readily obtain



10 S. GATTI, A. MIRANVILLE, V. PATA, S. ZELIKLemma 5.3. The following inequality holds:ddt�(p; �tp;  ) � �(1� 6p� )kA1=2pk2 � �k�tpk2 � �(s�)�� Z 10 �0(s)kA1=2 (s)k2ds+ 2(�̂(PÆ) +p� )PÆ[ ℄ + 4�NÆ[ ℄ + kkkk kM�1 � (1� 2�)hk; pi:Finally, we haveLemma 5.4. The following inequality holds:ddt	(p; �tp;  ) � �12PÆ[ ℄ + 2�̂(PÆ)kA1=2pk2:Proof. Using the equality �t = T + �tp,ddt	(p; �tp;  ) = 2 Z 10 �Z 1s �(�)�PÆ(�)d��hA1=2T (s); A1=2( (s)� p)ids= 2 Z 10 �Z 1s �(�)�PÆ(�)d�� ddshA1=2 (s); A1=2pids� Z 10 �Z 1s �(�)�PÆ(�)d�� ddskA1=2 (s)k2ds:An integration by parts then yields	(p; �tp;  ) = �PÆ[ ℄ + 2 ZPÆ �(s)hA1=2 (s); A1=2pids;and using (5.3) the onlusion follows. �Remark 5.5. The above results ontinue to hold with (Ar=2p; Ar=2�tp; Ar=2 ) in plae of(p; �tp;  ). The only di�erene is that the terms kkkk kM�1 and hk; pi must be replaedby kkkkAr kM�1 and hk; Arpi, respetively.6. Proof of Lemma 4.3Here and in the sequel, all the estimates are performed within a suitable regularizationsheme. We de�ne L0 2 C(H0;R) asL0(p; q;  ) = k(p; q;  )k2H0 + 2hG0(p); 1i:For every Æ > 0, we haveddtL0(D(t)z) = Z 10 �0(s)kA1=2�t(s)k2ds � 0:We now hoose an arbitrary z suh that kzkH0 � R. Throughout the end of the proof, thegeneri onstant  � 0 may depend (inreasingly) on R. Hene, on aount of (2.3)-(2.5),kD(t)zk2H0 � L0(D(t)z) � kD(t)zk2H0 :Let " 2 (0; 12) to be spei�ed later, and put � = "2 (this �xes the orresponding s�).Then, selet Æ > 0 small enough suh that �(s�) � �=Æ and �̂(PÆ) � "2. Finally, setting



SEMILINEAR EQUATIONS OF VISCOELASTICITY 11(p(t); �tp(t);  t) = D(t)z and k = g0(v) in (5.2), introdue the funtionalE(t) = 1ÆL0(D(t)z) + "3�(D(t)z) + "24 	(D(t)z):For " small enough,(6.1) 12kD(t)zk2H0 � E(t) � kD(t)zk2H0 :With the above hoie of � and Æ, exploiting Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.4, and noting thathg0(v); vi � 0, we obtain the di�erential inequalityddtE � �"3�12 � 6"�kA1=2vk2 � "5k�tvk2 � "2�18 � 4"2�PÆ[�℄+ �1Æ � "�(s�)� �Z 10 �0(s)kA1=2�(s)k2ds+ 4"NÆ[�℄+ "3kg0(v)kk�kM�1:Observe that �1Æ � "�(s�)� �Z 10 �0(s)kA1=2�(s)k2ds+ 4"NÆ[�℄� 12Æ Z 10 �0(s)kA1=2�(s)k2ds+ 4"NÆ[�℄� ��12 � 4"�NÆ[�℄;while "3kg0(v)kk�kM�1 � "3kA1=2vkk�kM0 � "34 kA1=2vk2 + "3NÆ[�℄ + "3PÆ[�℄:Hene,ddtE � �"3�14 � 6"�kA1=2vk2 � "5k�tvk2 � "2�18 � "�PÆ[�℄� �12 � "�NÆ[�℄:It is then lear that, up to taking " small enough (depending on ), we obtainddtE(t) + "5kD(t)zk2H0 � 0;whih, together with (6.1) and the Gronwall lemma, yield the desired onlusion. Notiethat the obtained deay rate � depends on  (and thus on R). However, using thesemigroup properties, it is immediate to show that it an be �xed independently of R,provided that we enlarge Q(R) aordingly.7. Proof of Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5The proofs of the lemmata lean on the existene of a (weak) dissipation integral. Namely,Lemma 7.1. Assume that the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 hold. Then, for every " > 0 andevery t � � � 0, Z t� k�tu(y)kdy � "(t� �) +K;



12 S. GATTI, A. MIRANVILLE, V. PATA, S. ZELIKfor some K = K(C; ") � 0.Proof. In this proof, the generi onstant  will depend on the bound C of the norm ofS(t)z in H0. For any �xed " > 0 (without loss of generality, we assume that " � 1=2),hoose � = "2 and Æ > 0 suh that �(s�) � �=Æ and �̂(PÆ) � "2. It is apparent thatZPÆ �(s)hA1=2u;A1=2�(s)ids � "and kg(u)� fkk�kM�1 � 1"2NÆ[�℄ + ":Then, setting (p(t); �tp(t);  t) = S(t)z and k = g(u)� f in (5.2), in view of Lemma 5.1and Remark 5.5, the funtional �1(S(t)z) satis�es the inequalityddt�1 � �12k�tuk2 � �(s�)�"2 Z 10 �0(s)kA1=2�(s)k2ds+ 4"2NÆ[�℄ + ":Finally, we de�ne E(t) = 1ÆL(S(t)z) + "4�1(S(t)z);where L is the Lyapunov funtion introdued above. Due to (5.1), we have that jErj � =Æ.Reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, if " is small enough (whih is learly not aonstraint in view of our aim), we haveddtE + "42 k�tuk2 � "5:Integrating this inequality over (�; t), and subsequently applying the H�older inequality,we obtain the desired onlusion. �7.1. Proof of Lemma 4.4. Again, the generi onstant  appearing below will dependon the bound C of the norm of S(t)z in H0. For r 2 [0; 12), We introdue the funtionalQr(t) = kK(t)zk2Hr + 2hg(u(t))� g0(v(t))� f; Arw(t)i;whih satis�es the estimates12Qr(t)�  � kK(t)zk2Hr � 2Qr(t) + and the di�erential equalityddtQr � Z 10 �0(s)kA(1+r)=2�(s)k2ds= 2h[g00(u)� g00(v)℄�tu;Arwi+ 2hg00(v)�tw;Arwi+ 2hg01(u)�tu;Arwi:By virtue of (2.3), (2.5)-(2.6) and the ontinuous embedding H� ,! L6=(3�2�)(
), weobtain the following estimates:2h[g00(u)� g00(v)℄�tu;Arwi � (1 + kukL6 + kvkL6)k�tukkwkL6=(1�2r)kArwkL6=(1+2r)(7.1) � k�tukkA(1+r)=2wk2;



SEMILINEAR EQUATIONS OF VISCOELASTICITY 132hg00(v)�tw;Arwi � kjvj+ jvj2kL3k�twkL6=(3�2r)kArwkL6=(1+2r)(7.2) � kA1=2vkkAr=2�twkkA(1+r)=2wk;and(7.3) 2hg01(u)�tu;Arwi � k�tukkArwk � k�tuk+ k�tukkA(1+r)=2wk2:Thus, we readily obtainddtQr � Z 10 �0(s)kA(1+r)=2�(s)k2ds � h+ hQr;where we put h(t) = k�tuk+ kA1=2vk:For " 2 (0; 12) we hoose � = "2 and Æ > 0 suh that �(s�) � �=Æ and �̂(PÆ) � "2. Setting(p(t); �tp(t);  t) = Ar=2K(t)z (here, Ar=2 is in fat the diagonal matrix whose entries areAr=2) and k = g(u)� g0(v)� f in (5.2), we onsider the funtional�r(t) = �(Ar=2K(t)z) + 	(Ar=2K(t)z):Applying Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.4, together with Remark 5.5 and the immediate ontrolkg(u)� g0(v)� fkkAr�kM�1 � (1� 2"2)hg(u)� g0(v)� f; Arwi� 12kA(1+r)=2wk2 + 14PÆ[Ar=2�℄ +NÆ[Ar=2�℄ + ;we obtain ddt�r � �"2�kA(1+r)=2wk2 + kAr=2�twk2 + PÆ[Ar=2�℄�� �(s�)�"2 Z 10 �0(s)kA(1+r)=2�(s)k2ds+ 5"2NÆ[Ar=2�℄ + ;provided that " is small enough. Finally, we introdue the energyWr(t) = 1ÆQr(t) + "3�r(t);whih ful�lls the inequalities (again, if " is small enough)1Wr(t)�  � kK(t)zk2Hr � Wr(t) + ;for some  � 1 depending on ". Thus, we reah the desired onlusion if we show thatWr(t) is bounded for all times. In light of the previous omputations, we haveddtWr � �"5�kA(1+r)=2wk2 + kAr=2�twk2 + PÆ[Ar=2�℄�+ 5"NÆ[Ar=2�℄+ �1� "Æ�(s�)� �Z 10 �0(s)kA(1+r)=2�(s)k2ds+ h + hWr + :It is then apparent that, provided we �x " small, we end up with the inequalityddtWr + �Wr � h+ hWr + ;



14 S. GATTI, A. MIRANVILLE, V. PATA, S. ZELIKfor some � > 0. Observe also that, by virtue of Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 7.1,Z t� h(y)dy � �2 (t� �) + :Sine Wr(0) = 0, the onlusion follows from a Gronwall-type lemma (see e.g. [4℄).7.2. Proof of Lemma 4.5. We basially repeat the proof of Lemma 4.4, setting r = 1.In this ase, the generi onstant  appearing below will depend on the bound C of thenorm of S(t)z in H1=3. The only di�erene here is the way we reah the ontrol (7.1),whereas (7.2)-(7.3) remain the same (for r = 1). Sinejg00(u)� g00(v)j � jwj(1 + juj+ jwj);exploiting the Agmon inequalitykwkL1 � kA1=2wk1=2kAwk1=2 � kAwk1=2and the embeddings H4=3 ,! L9(
) and H1=3 ,! L18=7(
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